
1  4  keeps
1 4 Keeps (One For Keeps) is a 
characterful ale of French origin. 
The dark amber colour, the 
moderate body, the pleasant 
malty sweetness, and the light 
hop bitterness, lift the 
unmistakeable yeast character.

Biere de garde taste improves 
over time and it is best 
consumed at least 6 months 
after bottling. A bit more about 
the history of this wonderful 
beer style is in the hidden part 
of the label.

Best served between 5-8°C.

INGREDIENTS: water, barley
malts, hops, yeast, vanilla
extract, almond extract, and
corn sugar. Contains gluten.

Nothing else.

KNOW YOUR LIMITS

drinkaware.co.uk
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suitable for vegetarians

biere de garde
The epitome of Church
Hanbrewery’s spirit, biere de garde
is a beer style original from Nord-
Pas-de-Calais, Northern France,
and even these days it is produced
mainly by rural artisan farmhouses.

The name biere de garde means
beer for keeping (or for storing),
because it was traditionally brewed
during cold months and kept for
consumption during spring and
summer months.

The brewing season was restricted
to cold months because farmers
were unable to brew regularly,
ingredients were best used harvest-
fresh, and cold temperatures were
ideal to control fermentation.

Bieres de garde are a distinct set of
beers bound to their French
foundation but with a bit of
German and Belgian influences. But
most of them are malty, with low
hop bitterness and top
fermentation yeast.

We hope you enjoy our version!
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Lchurch hanbrewery
facebook.com/churchhanbrewery

churchhanbrewery@gmail.com

Brewed in a barn in a small
village in the Cotswolds with
fresh ingredients that are
supplied locally and following
traditional methods, our
handcrafted beers are deliciously
unique and 100% pure with no
added artificial clarifying agents
or preservatives.

ars gratia artis
We think brewing is an art and a
way of life and our ultimate goal
is to brew special beers with
strong personality that are
exciting and stimulating.

multum in parvo
We are true purists who believe
real craft is in achieving much
with little. That is why we use
only a few and the freshest
ingredients in our beers. Our
recipes and processes are simple
and inspired by traditional
brewing.
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